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integrity. selection. value.



Integrity. Selection. Value. Ideals sought after but not often found in the same place 

at the same time. At Compel Office Furniture our mission is to deliver all three, and 

more, by providing unmatched service, superior selection, and affordable solutions 

for all your office furniture needs. Through our professional dealer network and 

affiliated partnership channels we are able to source InStock Contract™ furniture 

and support you in the planning and execution of your specific design project. The 

Compel Idea Book 2016 showcases a few of the many selections available in our 

comprehensive product portfolio. We invite you to take a moment, enjoy, and find 

inspiration for a rewarding and stimulating workspace.



44 Insignia Reception Desk  |  Levengo Lounge Seating  |  Empire Table  |  Maxim Task Chair  |  $6945 / $250 @ 36 months*

first 
impressions
THAT LAST. Design yours to impress with a 

curated collection of furnishings from Compel. 

Featuring a clean, modern aesthetic, our 

reception desks, seating, task chairs and 

accent pieces welcome visitors in remarkable 

style and comfort.



5Insignia Reception Desk  |  Zia Lounge Seating  |  Empire Table  |  $8856 / $319 @ 36 months*



6 Insignia Reception Desk   |   Levengo Lounge Seating   |   Empire Table   |   Maxim Task Chair   |   $6945 / $250 @ 36 months*



7Fila Multi-Purpose Seating  |  $3600 / $130 @ 36 months*



8 Enterprise Conference Table   |   Mojo Conference Chairs  |  $7253 / $261 @ 36 months*

collaborative 
spaces

THAT WORK. Nurture communication, 

culture and innovation with an interconnected 

environment from Compel. Our full line of 

conference tables, chairs, and accessories 

bring people together and ideas to life.



9Enterprise Conference Table   |   Amari Conference Chairs  |  $11,427 / $412 @ 36 months*



10 Liberty Conference Table  |  Maxim LT Conference Seating  |  Relay White Board   |   $4,368 / $157 @ 36 months* 



11Enterprise Conference Table  |  Maxim LT Conference Chairs  |  $7468 / $269 @ 36 months*



12 Insignia Case Goods   |  Strata Guest Chairs  |  Maxim Task Chair  |  $7339 / $264 @ 36 months*

individual 
environments

INSPIRE RESULTS. And make a statement 

with our collection of executive furnishings 

including, desks, seating, case goods, and 

accessories.



13Insignia Case Goods   |   Strata Guest Chairs   |   Maxim Task Chair   |   HiLo Adjustable Base  |  $5256 / $189 @ 36 months*



14 Liberty Case Goods   |   Kudos Task Chair   |   Octiv Guest Chairs   |   $2202 / $79 @ 36 months* 



15Liberty Case Goods   |   HiLo Height Adjustable Table   |   Lucky Task Chair   |  $2468 / $89 @ 36 months*



16 HiLo Height Adjustable Table   |   Ceptor Task Chair   |   zDesk Mobile Pedestal   |  $2100 / $75 @ 36 m*



17zDesk Private Office   |   Opti Chair  |  $2571 / $93 @ 36 months*



18 zDesk Private Office   |   Bravo Task Chair  |  $2422 / $87 @ 36 months*



19zDesk Private Office   |   Amari Chair  |  $3100 / $111 @ 36 months*



20 zDesk Benching   |   Kudos Task Chair  |  $8009 / $288 @ 36 months*

open plans
OPEN MINDS. Create a community of 

engaged employees, reduce carbon footprint 

and promote a collaborative work environment 

with workstations, seating, filing and storage 

solutions from Compel.



21zDesk Benching   |   Pogo Stools   |   Lucky Task Chairs   |   Pax Tables  |  $1959 / $71 @ 36 months*



22 zDesk Benching   |   Bravo Task Chairs   |   HiLo Bases  |  $5097 / $183 @ 36 months*



23zDesk Benching   |   Opti Task Chairs  |  $9733 / $350 @ 36 months*



24 Fila Multi-Purpose Seating   |   Pax Height Adjustable Table   |   Pogo Stool  |  100 Chairs / $650 @ 36 months*

multipurpose 
spaces

COME TOGETHER. Accommodate a variety of 

uses and people with flexible seating, tables, 

stools and accessories that make gathering 

more meaningful.



25Geo Tables   |   Konnekt Bar Stools  |  $2063 / $74 @ 36 months*



26 Geo Tables   |   Pogo Stools  |  $1161 / $42 @ 36 months*



27Guru Tables   |   Ziggy Multi-Purpose Seating  |  $4642 / $167 @ 36 months*



28 Geo Tables   |   Ziggy Multi-Purpose Seating   |   Relay Whiteboards  |  $5525 / $199 @ 36 months*



29Geo Tables   |   Fila Multi-Purpose Seating  |  $1646 / $59 @ 36 months*



At Compel Office furniture we are committed to delivering the best blend of design, 

quality, price and sustainability. 

We were the first to offer in-stock laminate packaged in recycled, Styrofoam-free 

cartons. Our catalyzed UV finishing process is not only eco-friendly, by eliminating 

the fumes found with traditional finishing processes, it also provides a surface that is 

50% more scratch resistant than most. We use board materials that meet or exceed 

the E-1 standard for VOC emissions and design products that minimize our carbon 

footprint. For example, the zDesk workstations, made with powder coated, recyclable 

metals and require a fraction of the raw materials required for traditional products. 

Choose Green office furniture for today and for generations to follow.



better products for a 
better environment



inspired?
Contact your local Compel Office Furniture dealer or 

sales rep for help in turning your ideas into reality. 

www.compeloffice.com  |  773.253.4758

*Pricing is approximate, based on a moderate credit score.   © 2016 Compel Office Furniture. All rights reserved.


